On a bright, cloudless afternoon a man with a bushy white beard kicks a soccer ball with a younger woman. He moves surprisingly well for a 72-year-old, but when the ball gets past him he chases and kicks it in the opposite direction of the woman, having forgotten all about his partner. The woman calls to the older man with the gentle patience of a mother to a child. “No, no, Dad,” she says. “Kick it back this way. That’s right. Come back to me.”

But John Plankinton isn’t coming back, at least not the one his daughter, Robin, has known most of her life. Alzheimer’s disease has stolen the man who loved reading science magazines and cooking Asian dishes, the one who refereed soccer games in and around Menlo Park, Calif., for more than 20 years. The disease seems to tighten its grip daily, but as it does, Plankinton’s friends and family hold him more firmly in their embrace.

On this afternoon he has a

food and soccer,” Robin says. “Those are the things that make him smile.” But first among those is soccer. Evie has to keep Plankinton’s cleats hidden for fear that he would put them on at any time and go wandering off in search of a game.

Seven months ago Robin told a few of the other longtime pickup players about her father’s diagnosis. They had noticed some erratic behavior, and after her explanation it all made sense. “I didn’t want it to ruin their experience to have my father running around out there when he’s not even always aware of which team he’s on,” Robin says. She would have understood if they had suggested he watch but not play anymore.

But there is something about a regular pickup game, no matter the sport, that bonds its players. They might not all know every other player’s last name, or what each does for a living, but the love of the game connects them. For an hour and 15 minutes every Tuesday and Thursday, the men who come to Burgess Park are a soccer family, and you don’t leave family behind. It never occurred to them to play without Plankinton. They responded the way soccer players respond when something unexpected has happened in a game, but it hasn’t changed anything that really matters. “The attitude,” says Greg Mack, a 10-year Burgess regular, “was just, Play on.”

Plankinton plays on, as his wife and daughter keep watch. On this afternoon he has a

The Power of Playing On
by Phil Taylor, Senior Writer and Columnist, Sports Illustrated

Eugene B. Casey Foundation’s Continued Commitment to Casey House
Donation made in Honor of Dr. John Saia

Casey House, the only inpatient hospice facility in Montgomery County, was built with funds and land donated by the Eugene B. Casey Foundation. In February, the Foundation demonstrated its continued support for Casey House with a million-dollar donation to the Casey House Endowment for Nurses and Nursing Aides. The gift was made “to honor the work of Dr. John Saia on behalf of the Casey House.” The Foundation acknowledged the “families that have been helped by the loving and tender care provided at Casey House.”

John S. Saia, M.D. F.A.C.P. was a long-time resident of Montgomery County, and, with his wife Barbara, raised three children in the area.

Dr. Saia provided medical care to County residents for more than 40 years, practicing Internal Medicine and Pulmonary Medicine. He earned his medical degree from Georgetown University School of Medicine. Before coming to Montgomery County, he served as captain in the United States Air Force and was Head of the Internal Medicine Department at the Base Hospital in Goldsboro, North Carolina. Dr. Saia was frequently included in Washingtonian
From Ann’s Office
Montgomery Hospice: A Community Supported Nonprofit

Montgomery Hospice’s vision is “to bring comfort by providing the best care to our community’s multicultural residents who are facing serious illness and loss.” In other words, we do two things: we help people who are dying, and we help people who are grieving. We receive Medicare, Medicaid and insurance payments for the first of those two, but not for the second. And those payments we receive often do not adequately cover the cost of providing medical, spiritual and psychosocial support to dying patients and their families.

Montgomery Hospice is a nonprofit organization. The tax-deductible contributions given to us are critical since the money that we receive from Medicare and insurance companies only pays for part of our costs.

Donations allow our staff to:
• support grieving family and friends for 13 months after the death of their loved ones
• run support groups for children who have lost a parent or sibling
• educate high school students about coping with all the different losses they encounter
• provide hospice care to people who do not have any insurance or other way to pay
• provide specialized hospice services to children and teenagers
• care for patients with acute symptoms at Casey House
• ease patient symptoms through the use of complementary therapies
• share our professional end-of-life expertise with other clinicians
• educate the community about end-of-life and advance care planning

We are extremely grateful for those who gave to us during our recent Gentle The Journey Campaign. The campaign had an $8 million goal, which I am pleased to announce we reached in 2013. Four million dollars of that money was used to create an endowment to support Casey House nursing services, and four million was used to pay for Montgomery Hospice’s operational and program needs. Your donations to the Campaign made a real difference to your neighbors, and will continue to make a difference for Montgomery Hospice.

Thank you so much for your support.

Ann Mitchell
President & CEO

The Man in the Mirror
by Loren Bullock

Nowadays I am always somewhat surprised when I look at that old man in the mirror looking back at me. The features are familiar. I have watched his hair thin out and turn to gray over the years. I remember him looking back at me when I first started to shave at fifteen or so. He looked back at me in his Navy Ensign’s uniform in World War II. I’ve watched him age, but I never seemed to feel the same corresponding change in me. In so many ways, I am the same me of that little boy of five, or that shiny new Ensign, or that young Assistant Professor of Physics, or that IBM Branch Manager. I am still the me that is curious about everything, fascinated by the stories of history, and in awe of the complexity and wonder of life itself.

I recognize that the old man in the mirror has been all those things too, but I always think that I am standing up straighter, striding out with my head up, standing at military attention at the playing of the National Anthem - until I see him in the reflection of a store window. So although we are good friends and know each other pretty well, there is still a disconnect.

So when you see him on the street walking with a cane, please recognize that there is really a different person inside, a person who is very much alive and interested in all the people around him, and who is grateful to be a part of this amazing thing called life with its gift of love. I accept each day to be enjoyed, but also to be used. I am still struggling to be a better human being each day.

So I salute you my friend in the mirror, as he salutes me back.

Loren Bullock served in the Navy during World War II. He taught physics at several universities before a long career at IBM. In retirement, Mr. Bullock volunteers as a docent at the Smithsonian.
The Power Of Playing On

difficult time keeping up with the pace of the game, which includes several players in their 20s and 30s. But there are moments when his soccer instincts muscle his disease out of the way. A teammate sends the ball down the right wing, and Plankinton heads straight for the goal to get in position for a cross. The ball comes to him, but he's not mentally or physically quick enough to do anything with it, and it bounces off his shin. The other half-dozen times he touches the ball go much the same way, but Plankinton hears nothing but encouragement.

As Evie watches, she talks about the bittersweet nature of life with an Alzheimer's sufferer. “I try never to use the word remember around him, because I know that he probably can’t,” she says. After 51 years they have been robbed of what should be one of their greatest pleasures—the ability to reminisce. “But on the other hand, everything he does is like he’s experiencing it for the first time.”

It is like that with this game. Plankinton runs, sometimes with a purpose, sometimes with none, but always with joy. The game ends, and the other players direct him toward his wife and daughter. Does he always recognize them still? “So far,” Robin says. As they head for the parking lot, Robin asks, “Did you have fun, Dad?” “Fun,” he answers, smiling. Robin and Evie know that he won’t have any specific memory of this game by the time they get home, but that doesn’t matter. “He’s happy now, and it’s just about the present for us,” Evie says. “About being in the moment.”

What do you do when the past is a fog and the future is foreboding? You hold on to the present. You play on.

Essay reprinted with permission of the author.

Casey House Donation

Magazine’s list of “Best Physicians.” Dr. Saia served on the boards of Suburban Hospital, Montgomery Hospice (2001-2007) and the Eugene B. Casey Foundation.

Ann Mitchell, Montgomery Hospice President & CEO, describes Dr. Saia as a compassionate doctor, who truly cared for each individual and who connected deeply with his patients. “Dr. Saia understands the comfort that hospice care provides, and was honest and forthright in describing hospice services to his patients.”

Montgomery Hospice is grateful to Dr. Saia for his many years of service to Montgomery County and his dedication to Montgomery Hospice. Montgomery Hospice is also grateful to the Eugene B. Casey Foundation for its donation, which will allow the nurses and nursing aides at Casey House to serve dying patients for years to come.

Not only is this a wonderful tribute to Dr. John Saia—whose wisdom, sensitivity and humor added so much to our board—but this also is a wonderful honor for Montgomery Hospice which, through strong management, continues to reify its mission to our community with such dedication.

Suzanne Firstenberg
Montgomery Hospice Life Director

Helping Teenagers Deal with Losses

by Linda Tebelman, Director of Bereavement Care

Adolescence, that time between childhood and adulthood, can be treacherous territory for teens as well as parents. Teens face many challenges, including physiological and psychological changes, as well as social and academic pressures. They may also be experiencing losses for the first time.

Teens we have worked with in our local high schools have shared some of those losses with us. Their lists are long and include being defeated at a sporting event, losing a phone, studying hard but not getting the anticipated grades, experiencing their parents’ divorce, breaking up with a boyfriend or girlfriend, and having someone they love die. Some of the most profound losses they experience are intangible, such as the loss of innocence or childhood, loss of trust and respect, or the loss of identity and self esteem. The teenagers speak volumes about the challenges they face. Many of their losses go unrecognized by the adults in their lives, yet all have significance in big and small ways. And all losses bring grief.
Loss and Grief Education for High School Students

Montgomery Hospice provides Loss and Grief Education to Montgomery County Public School students by teaching classes in loss and grief as part of the Health Education Curriculum. Classes have been provided at Winston Churchill, Magruder, Walter Johnson, Wootten, Richard Montgomery, John F. Kennedy, Seneca Valley, Bethesda-Chevy Chase, Walt Whitman, Einstein, Clarksburg, Blake, Northwest, Rockville and Blair High Schools.

These classes help Montgomery County students think about losses that occur throughout life and to learn skills for managing grief as they experience their own personal losses. This program is free of charge to the school and the students.

Montgomery Hospice bereavement counselors go to the high school and teach one full day of Health Education classes, usually five to seven classes. Through this program, in one day, 150 to 200 high school students are provided basic information and education on grief. The counselors have also been invited to teach in the summer school Health Education classes.

All of the Montgomery Hospice bereavement counselors hold graduate degrees and are experienced counselors and trainers.

Other high schools that are interested in having Montgomery Hospice come to their school should call us (301 921 4400) and ask for a bereavement counselor. We will work with you and the Health Education teacher in your school to set up a date to visit your school.

Loss and grief are a natural and normal part of life. Everyone faces personal grief and loss throughout life. Enabling teenagers to have some understanding of grief can make a positive difference in the way they grieve and support each other through difficult times.

The Bill of Rights of Grieving Teens by Teens at The Dougy Center

A grieving teen has the right....

• to know the truth about the death, the deceased, and the circumstances.
• to have questions answered honestly.
• to be heard with dignity and respect.
• to be silent and not tell you her/his grief emotions and thoughts.
• to not agree with your perceptions and conclusions.
• to see the person who died and the place of the death.
• to grieve any way she/he wants without hurting self or others.
• to feel all the feelings and to think all the thoughts of his/her own unique grief.
• to not have to follow the “Stages of Grief” as outlined in a high school health book.
• to grieve in one’s own unique, individual way without censorship.
• to be angry at death, at the person who died, at God, at self and at others.
• to have his/her own theological and philosophical beliefs about life and death.
• to be involved in the decisions about the rituals related to the death.
• to not be taken advantage of in this vulnerable mourning condition and circumstances.
• to have guilt about how he/she could have intervened to stop the death.

This Bill of Rights was developed by participating teens at The Dougy Center and does not represent “official” policies of the Center.

resources for grieving teenagers and their families

Books

• Silver, Maya and Silver, Marc. My Parent Has Cancer and It Really Sucks. Naperville, IL: Sourcebooks Fire, 2013.

Websites

• The Dougy Center (The National Center for Grieving Children & Families) www.dougy.org “Each teen’s grieving experience is unique.”
• TeensHealth: Death and Grief http://kidshealth.org/teen/your_mind/emotions/someone_died.html “Grief is a healthy process of feeling comforted, coming to terms with a loss and finding ways to adapt.”
• www.childgrief.org “There is no set time for grief to ‘be over.’”
• www.childrensgrief.net “Today’s children face grief and loss issues we never dreamed of.”
• www.healingthespirit.org “Many adults assume teenagers will take care of themselves. Adult support is necessary to allow the teenager to discuss any anger, guilt or responsibility they may feel.”
Helping Teenagers Deal with Losses  cont. from p. 3

How do we, the caring adults in their lives, help support them through the many losses and changes of adolescence, as well as the more profound losses of relationships or deaths of friends and family? Our first step is to recognize and validate that these experiences are difficult and stressful. We only add to their stress and isolation if we dismiss what they are feeling with comments such as, “You think you’ve got problems, wait until you have to work for a living.”

Here are some ideas that may help you to support grieving teens:

- **Let them know you care.** Send them a text, tweet or email, leave a note on their pillow, send them a card in the mail — tell them you care.
- **Create time for connecting.** Take them for pizza or ice cream. Sit with them at the end of the day as they are settling down for sleep; the dark can create a sense of space that can be helpful to teens. Check in while you are driving them; the car is a great place to talk and can be less intimidating than the kitchen table.
- **Reach past the responses: “fine” and “nothing.”** Teens want to know that you are really listening and care about their answers. So ask open-ended questions and wait for their replies. Talk less and listen more.
- **Be honest.** Teens have a heightened awareness to what they perceive as condescension. They want and deserve to know what is happening.
- **Let them grieve in their own way.** No two experiences of loss are exactly the same. Their loss is unique to them. Crying and sadness are common in grief, but some teens may react with humor and laughter. Expect the unexpected.
- **Remember that the breakup of a relationship or friendship may seem to affect them more than the death of a grandparent.** Peer relationships are primary for teens and these losses will hit them hard. Be prepared; their expression of grief for a family member’s death may come weeks or even months after the loss.
- **Watch for unhealthy ways of coping.** Teens may turn to alcohol and drugs to numb their pain. Pay close attention to their activities and friends.

The death of a close family member or friend is usually the most difficult loss for teens to experience. The sudden death of a friend who was killed in an accident, a parent who dies from a heart attack, or the death of someone from suicide all add the extra challenge of dealing with the trauma of the death as well as the loss of the individual.

Often teens will feel numb when first told the news. This period of numbness is protective as they try to take in what has happened and its impact on their lives. In order to help teens through these challenges, remember to:

- **Encourage them to express their feelings.** They may do this through art, music, writing, dancing or even sports. Dedicating a sports season to a departed friend or family member can be a great way to honor that person. Creating memorial pages on Facebook or other social media can be very important to teens.
- **Let them be teens.** After a parent’s death, adults sometimes tell teens that they are now the “man or woman of the house.” People may also tell them “it’s time to grow up.” Teens need to know that the adults are still in charge and will be there for them. They can help with younger siblings just as they did before the death, but that is not their main responsibility. Their job is to finish high school and prepare for their next steps as young adults.
- **Explore the resources in the community.** Montgomery Hospice holds support programs for teens who have lost a parent or sibling. You can also consult with their school counselors and ask about other supportive services and professionals.
- **Get help for your own grief.** If you are also affected by the loss, getting support for yourself is a great way to support the grieving teenager. Finding a counselor or joining a support group is not only good for you, but presents a positive model for coping for teens. Call Montgomery Hospice Bereavement Care to find resources or to talk with a Bereavement Counselor.

Remember that grief can be a complicated and stressful experience and generally will take more time than we imagine. Remind teens that we never really get over the deaths of those we love, but we do learn to live with our grief and to find ways to honor and remember our loved ones.
Corporate Partners

Montgomery Hospice is grateful to our 2014 Corporate Partners. Donations through our Corporate Partnership program help to underwrite educational programs and other initiatives that inform county residents about our services.

Businesses and organizations interested in becoming a Montgomery Hospice Corporate Partner for 2014 should contact:

Marlene Bradford, Director of Development
301 921 4401 x146
mbradford@montgomeryhospice.org

Thank you to the 2014 Corporate Partners listed below.

Silver Level Partners

**Metropolitan Shuttle** is a nationwide reservation service for shuttle and bus charter services that operates through a network of vendors that specialize in group travel throughout the major metropolitan areas in North America. We offer a variety of ground transportation that accommodates groups of all sizes.

We do what we do through a network of operators, rather than owning our own vehicles. Therefore, we are flexible with respect to finding the vehicle that is the best fit for your needs and drivers who are experienced and ready for your trip. We have no ‘inventory’ to ‘sell’ you – rather, we listen to what you want, determine the best vehicles based on your requested size and features and provide unrivaled customer service and reliability.

To ensure safety and reliability, we routinely review available safety and registration information published by the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA), as well as periodically verify insurance policies and references on the bus company vendors within our network. In essence, we work with our network vendors every day so that we know first-hand who delivers and who doesn’t. Our experience in providing your group with transportation you can count on is one of the key benefits we offer.

“As a Montgomery County business, it is very important to give back to the community where we live and work,” says Glenn Orloff, President and CEO. He continued, “I have had a personal hospice experience in another state, and as a result, made a decision to support a local hospice. Metropolitan Shuttle is pleased to join the ranks of other area businesses that support Montgomery Hospice through their Corporate Partnership Program.”

**Visiting Angels**, America’s Choice in Homecare, is uniquely qualified to provide homecare services to those in need of assistance with the activities of daily living. We are experts in homecare. Our Montgomery County offices have been helping seniors age in place for more than 12 years. Every potential client receives a personalized care plan based upon their unique situation and needs. Our caregiving is custom designed to be competent and caring. Whether we are in your home for a few hours, or around the clock, our dedicated, experienced and certified caregivers are there to ensure comfort, safety and well-being.

Gold Level Partner

**Joseph Gawler’s Sons, LLC** has been part of the Washington D.C. community since 1850 and is honored to be one of the oldest funeral homes in the area. Joseph Gawler’s Sons, LLC started on Pennsylvania Avenue, just blocks from the White House, but moved to our current location in 1964. Our beautiful chapel has the capacity to seat up to 220, along with our 6 state rooms designed to assist families of all sizes. We are proud to be part of the history and future of this great city and the Greater Metropolitan area. Due to our dedication, care, and persistent service excellence, we have had the honor of serving several former Presidents of the United States.

At Joseph Gawler’s Sons, LLC our priority is to help all families that come through our doors. We understand that losing a loved one is a life event that is unique as the person who has left us. Our compassionate staff can assist each family with a customized service and experience based on your or your loved one’s wishes. We pride ourselves on assisting families through the most difficult time with an unmatched service level. For more information, please visit www.JosephGawlers.com.

We are proud to support Montgomery Hospice and their amazing ability to care for families and individuals at such an emotional and stressful time and proud to assist them with many different projects.

Joseph Gawler’s Sons, LLC is a proud member of the Dignity Memorial® network, North America’s largest provider of funeral, cremation and cemetery services.
Corporate Partners, cont.

Homecare by Visiting Angels enables clients to remain within the comfort of their home while receiving the level of care they require. Visiting Angels is a proud sponsor and partner of Montgomery Hospice.

Each of our organizations meets people where they are and provides loving, experienced, and personalized service and care. Montgomery Hospice “gentles the journey.” Visiting Angels cares every day in every way.

We also want to thank:

We also want to thank Adventist HealthCare and Danzansky-Goldberg Memorial Chapels, Inc./Edward Sagel Funeral Direction for their Silver Level sponsorship. Both organizations have been partnering with Montgomery Hospice for several years, helping us serve the community. More information about their services will appear in the fall issue of Hospice Matters.

Circle of Light Society

The Circle of Light Society recognizes individuals and families who have included Montgomery Hospice in their estate plans through a bequest, trust, insurance policy or other estate-planning vehicle. Individuals interested in joining the Circle of Light Society should contact Gerry Vent, Vice President of Philanthropy, at 301 637 1867.

Montgomery Hospice is grateful for the donations received from the following estates:

- Sonia Kroff Estate
- Annette Wolf
- Jerry W. Turner
- Robert "Skip" Tash
- Karen Schaeffer
- Monika Simmons
- Robert "Skip" Tash
- Barry Karlin
- Debrah W. Miller
- Mildred Karsin
- Susan Schaefer
- Robert Bess
- Thomas H. Blankenship
- Alicia Brown
- Majorie D. Fuller
- Thomas H. Goodridge
- Patricia Hampton
- Barry Karlin

Montgomery Hospice online

www.MontgomeryHospice.org
award-winning Casey House video:
www.MontgomeryHospice.org/CaseyHouseVideo
Center for Learning online seminars:
www.MontgomeryHospice.org/OnlineEducation
twitter.com/MontHospice
www.facebook.com/MontgomeryHospice

Community Partners

We are grateful to our Community Partners who have supported Montgomery Hospice with a gift of $250 or more between September 1, 2013 and January 31, 2014.

businesses
Adventist HealthCare
APPA
ASME
Calvert Investments
CMTC
Danzansky-Goldberg Memorial Chapels, Inc./Edward Sagel Funeral Direction
Ralph J. Duffie, Inc.
East Village Homes Corporation
The Facchino Group
Joseph Gawler’s Sons, LLC
Graduate Management Admission Council
Grady Management, Inc.
Herron Printing & Graphics
Insurance Associates
Interstate Corporation
Jades Verding
Lerch, Early & Brewer, Chtd.
Linowes and Blocher, LLP
LPL Financial
Manning’s Maids
Marriott Global Safety & Security Department
Metro Travel Services Inc. dba Metropolitan Shuttle
Minkoff Company, Inc.
The Neurology Center
Occasions Caterers
The Original Pancake House
Palm Restaurant
PCAOB
Robert A. Pumphrey Funeral Homes
Rock Creek Turf and Landscape, LLC
Sandy Spring Bank
Service Machine Shop
Stebbing & Associates, Inc.
The Walters Law Firm, PLLC

foundations
The Ada L. and Albert M. Wibel Foundation
Meyer Bobrow Family Foundation, Inc.
Clark-Winchcolfe Foundation
The Columbia Foundation
William E. Cross Foundation, Inc.
The Lois & Richard Engledorf Family Foundation
Frank M. Ewing Foundation, Inc.
GE Foundation Matching Gifts Program
Sydney & Eleanor Glassman Foundation, Inc.
Greenbaum Family Foundation
Homer and Martha Gudelsky Family Foundation, Inc.
Katzman Family Foundation
Annette M. & Theodore N. Lerner Family Foundation
Lindner Family Foundation, Inc.
Mary and Daniel Loughran Foundation, Inc.
National Hospice Foundation
The Ochsman Foundation Inc.
Robert & Lillian Phillipson Foundation, Inc.
Rite Aid Foundation
Shooshan Family Fund of the Arlington Community Foundation
The Stempler Family Foundation
The Ernst & Gertrude Ticho Charitable Foundation
Wells Fargo Foundation
Wolpoff Family Foundation, Inc.

faith groups
Chevy Chase United Methodist Church
Darnestown Presbyterian Church
Darnestown Presbyterian Women’s Association
The German Lutheran Church
Washington, DC
Grace Episcopal Church
Guild Memorial Chapel Congregation
Harwood House Thrift Shop
The Inter-Faith Chapel
Potomac United Methodist Women
St. Bartholomew’s Catholic Church
St. Francis Episcopal Church
St. John’s Evangelical Lutheran Church

organizations
College Park Volunteer Fire Department Hospice Cup, Inc.
IMF
International Assoc. of Machinists and Aerospace Workers
National Institute of Standards and Technology
NIST MEP
Rossmoor Woman’s Club of Leisure World
U.S. Department of Commerce
The Woman’s Club of Bethesda, Inc.
Memorial and Honorary Gifts

in memory of:

Neva P. Abbot
Eli Abell
Gladys V. Abel
Suzanne Z. Abell
Hoffman Abraham
Cynthia K. Abrams
Gomaa E. Abutaleb
David A. Abulead
Clifford Adams
Lois P. Aisenberg
Earl E. Albright
Mildred Albertson
Paul Allen
Ursula Allen
Gwendolyn B. Allen
David Martin Allie
Adrian Aletman
George Lawrence Allman
William M. Alvor
Dr. William R. Alves
Helen Ametta
Joseph F. Anastasi
Robert B. Anderson
Joan K. Anderson
Kathleen S. Anderson
Lucy S. Andrews
James L. Angel
Mary K. Anstead
Miriam J. Anthony
William Anthony
Sharon Apostolides
German G. Armas
Liga M. Armas
John Ayres Armstrong, Jr.
Ruth M. Artzi
Robert R. Arvedlund
Kathleen A. Asbeck
Alice A. Atkinson
Joseph A. Artig
Dinesh Bahl
Eileen F. Ballenger
Dinesh Bahl
Ralph E. Bice
Richard Betters
June M. Bess
Seymour S. Berlin
Gary N. Bell
Dorothy D. Becker
Kathleen Clifford Beard
Joseph R. Beall
Lenny Basil
Joseph R. Beall
Kathleen Clifford Beard
Frances L. Becketti
Dorothy D. Becker
Edward Knight Belcher
Gary N. Bell
Margaret E. Belter
Leon D. Bernstein
Valerie Berdan
Charles and Evelyn Bergmann
Sebastian S. Berger
Manuel Berman
June M. Bess
Arturo De La Barca
Richard Betters
Ralph E. Bice
Dr. John G. Bieri
H. Matthew Bills
Henry and Mary Bishop
The Bishop Family
Diane Blakely's Mother
Harry S. Bland
Thomas J. Bland
William Bland
Patrice Doherty Blankenship
Shirleen Bland
Edward T. Blongiewicz
Paul Bloom
Charlie 'Gus' Bochanis
Danny Boehr
Juanita G. Bohrer
2. Christopher Boland
Catherine Boland
Jean Bourne
Larry A. Bowen
Manuel D. Bowman
Diana Braceno
John A. Brady
John E. Brady
Alfred Brainard
Charles Brandes
G. Jean Brandt
Jack Bram
Dr. Joseph Francis Breen

...continued...

Diane Bricqueville
Gail Ann Bristow
James Brock
Frances Broder
Irene E. Brodkin
Gary L. Brooks
Rachel S. Brooks
Julianne Browne
Constance Brownfield
Wayne O. Brubaker
Gloria F. Bruce
Paul J. Bruce
Hal Bruno
Joan Bullis
Richard N. Bullock
Joseph Burdette
Gertrude Burdoo
Edward Brosan Bursil
Richard Allen Bussey, Sr.
Elsa R. Butler
Catalina H. Byars
Betty Caffrey
Thomas Callahan, Sr.
Jean G. Callery
Thomas R. Callery
Teresa Callay
LTC John Joseph Camps III
Margaret A. Camut
Sarah F. Carl
Patrick Warren Carlin
Gerald Carp
Frances Howard Carpenter
Byrth H. Carragher
Mary Christina Carretta
Matilda Carrere
Dorothy E. Carter
Robert D. Carter
Paul F. Casey
Vance G. Casey
Patrick J. Cassidy
Helga Castro, M.D.
Dr. Eduardo J. Cavalcanti
Kevin E. Cavay
Yu Ying Eva Chan
Kathy Lynn Channick
Burt Chansky
Lucy Chavis
Jean Cheek
Edith Cheffer
Rong Cheng
Lucy Chen
Pakkiam Chinnaraj
Pete Chipshsky
Indy L. C. Cintes
Nicholas J. Cincotta
Mary Cipolla
Andrews C. Citarella
David Civali
Gertrude I. Cline
Eleanor Cleaver
Raymond David Cleaver, Jr.
Talmadge Clemons
Dr. A. and William J. Cochran
Thanh Dung Cohn
Edith Dane
Dandy Jackson, Jr.
Roslyn Coleman
Ad and Giulio Collera
Stephanie Cornella
Mary R. Conley
Norma W. Connors
Loretta D. Cook
Margot Cook
Renee F. Cooper
Susan E. Cooper
Suzan Ellen Cooper
Thomas J. Cooper
Frances E. Cooper
Dot & Korn Campbell
John M. Corrado
Cynthia Ann Cottino
Nancy M. Costello
Pauline Costello
Yole T. Cotton
Sherry 'T.' Coven, Jr.
Elizabeth H. Cronin
Mary Hanna Cross
Michael Francis Crowley
William M. Cullers
Michael Cunnane
Bruce T. Cunningham
Tom Cunningham
Joseph T. Cunningham
James F. Cuniberti
Irene Daniel
Justin Tihlgman D'Anton
Rosa & Liberator D'Antonio
Edyth D. Dawson
Betty Davis
Edward L. Davis, Sr.
Denise DeBruiche
George D. DeBruchanann, III
Frances DeLuca
Nancy DeLucia
Marvin Denicoff
Florence R. Denny
Jane E. Denier DePeas
Edna May Redegan
Hendrikus D. DeVroom
Laurel D. Dierick
Mildred D. Dickson
Barbara Dickstein
Esther D. DiBiase
Janet E. Drieth
Barbara J. DiGiorgio
Patricia Sue Shea Dillon
Robert E. Dillon
David E. Dinardo
Dorothy L. Diner
George Dines
Frank M. Dinsen
Virginia Diserens
John A. Division
Jessica Division
David E. Dork
William T. Doherty
Ann V. Donilka
John W. Donaghue
William M. Dora
Victoria E. Dore
James R. Dorland
John F. Dornfort
Frank C. Dorsch
Gerard T. Dran
Miriam Drimmer
Melinda Riley Drummer
Van Duongchand
Mary Ellen Dubinsky
Eugenia Dubrovskaya
Mary Duber
Stephan C. Duffy
Sonya Dunie
Richard E. Dusob
Laurence DuFett
Katherine Eaton
Dr. George Economos
Judy D. Edmonds
Joanne Edelstein
Shirley E. Ehrenberg
Woodrow Edgerton
Wilson D. Eimer
Currie Ellis
Jackie Ellens
Lawrence Columbus Emanuel
Malcolm B. Empie
Willa Ellin
Thomas J. English, Sr.
Joanne Engstrom
Barbara Enright
Franz M. Enzing, M.D.
Geraldine Epstieiner
Lila C. Erickson
Martin M. Eberbacher
Esma E. Evans
Miriam F. Babar
family and friends
Elsie Elfe
Edward S. Farr
Barbara Felbain
Joan Feldman
Nathan Feldman
Peter Feldman
Alicia Feldman
Harriet Field
Kathleen Fine
Shannon R. Finck
Frances Finney
Helen S. Fiorentino
Sandie E. Fiscus
Margaret St. John Flaherty
John R. Flander
Nancy Flanary
Michael Fode's Mother
John P. Foley
Thomas Michael Felkes
Robert Foreman
Ronald Freeman
Helen Forcarme
Clyde D. Frame
George C. Freney
Arthur Frank
Mary L. Frechting
Thomas Freiden
Andrew R. Freeman
J.C. Frei
Henry R. Frey
Katy & Gil Fry, Sr.
Arthur F. Frydman
my family and friends
Marion Frohman
René P. Frickey
Susan Fry
Patricia F. Fulford
Phillip J. Fruendt
Glady H. Fuller
Vincent J. Fuller
Steve Fugate
Albert Peter Galdi
Stephan A. Ganassa
Eugenia Gapinski
Francis Garber
Margaret J. Garner
Margo Garner
Mary Scanlon Gatti
Rosana Gatti
Debra Geavelke
Harold A. Geill
Esther R. Gendason
Arthur "Ike" Genua
Lois G. Ger
Houry Geramfard
Josef Gessewiss
Albert G. and Donna Kerig
Raquel Maritza Gilbert
Betty Jane Gilford
Francis E. Gilles
Marcia H. Gillrist
Dr. Zaalul A. Girgis
Sidney G. Glinsky
Hoke Glover
Ray F. Goetz
Edward M. Goldberg
Ruth Wolf Goldberg
David Goldberg, M.D.
Bertha 'Bettie' Goldman
Ronald K. Goldman
Marjory Goldstein
Reine Golman
Dorothy M. Golnick
Maria M. Melgar De Flores
Joseph B. Good
Barbara J. Gordon
Ullian Gordon
Bruce S. Gotoh, Sr.
Agnes G. Gourlay
Mason G. Gourlay
Evelyn L. Gramley
Natia Greco
Chester C. Gray
LaVeer Greene
Lauren Greenberg
Max Greens frequencies
Rachel Greenberg
Robert J. 'Chip' Gregory
Barbara Sarazan Bennett Grelleer
Joseph Hossick
Joan A. Howard
Lori A. Howard
Randy Lynn Kaltreider
Emily Kentonstor
Donis D. Kaplan
Ann M. Kasperek
Isidore Karbel
Ann M. Kappler
Doris D. Kaplan
Emily Kanstoroom
Jean M. Junior
Valoial Jones
Dr. Jo Jones
Sara Jane Jones
Valoial Jones
Virginia L. Jones
Donald and Helen Jordan
John "Jack" Joyce
Marie F. Jung
Mary F. Jackson
Randall Lynn Kaltreider
Emily Kentonstor
Donis D. Kaplan
Ann M. Kasperek
Isidore Karbel
Gerald E. Karl
Norma Karl
Annette Y. Karnow
Harry Kasamatsu
Yoko Kashiwagi
Pearl Kassin
Richard B. Kassim
Nadine Kassim
Phyllis D. Kavanagh
Marion J. Kawata
Esther D. Kehoe
Gudrun M. Kazandjian
Sonia Kearney
Henry C. Keller
Donald A. Kelly
Melissa S. Kelly
Please accept our apologies if we have omitted any names from these lists.

Between September 1, 2013 and January 31, 2014, Montgomery Hospice received contributions in memory of or in honor of the following individuals. We are grateful for these gifts.
Memorial and Honorary Gifts, cont.

Thank you to all who supported and attended the annual Tree of Lights ceremony in November 2013.

in honor of:

- The Amon Family
- Robert B. Anderson
- James B. Angel
- James Babina
- B. Beiramee
- Judith Breen
- Children and grandchildren
- Inés L. Cifuentes
- Irene W. Claus
- Fred and Cloe Frey
- Renée F. Cooper
- Linda Corey
- Jane C. Doehn
- Betty Crosby’s Birthday
- John A. Donoghue
- Mary Ellen Dubinsky
- Rabbi Gary Gink

in memory of:

- Michael Tyler Abbaticchio
- Alice Abernathy
- Aaron “Buttoms” Allen
- Donald B. Allen
- Nathaniel Alperstein
- George Lawrence Altman
- Frances, Nathan and Gladys Estoria and Andy Anderson
- William Anthony
- Harry Aoyagi
- Miyoko Aoyagi
- Clayton Arno
- Guy Atkins
- Eileen F. Aukward
- Joseph A. Aukward
- Betty Baker
- Lillian Baker
- Raymond T. Ballinger, Jr.
- Margaret A. Bancroft
- Peter A. B. Bancroft
- Nayah Imani Banks
- Lawrence Barham
- Daniel L. Barrett
- Jane H. Barthelmy
- Bernard B. Barthelmy
- Diane Bartzkow
- Walter S. Bauerband
- Diane Bartkow
- Bernard P. Barthelmy
- Jane Burrell
- Robert G. Clark
- Margaret T. Clark
- David Civali
- Sauci S. Churchill
- Yu-Chun Cheng
- Maureen Carroll
- Helen Carter
- Kevin E. Cavey
- Yu-Chun Cheng
- S. Churchhill
- Joseph W. Churilla
- David Civali
- Margaret T. Clark
- Robert G. Cilek
- Helen Clayton
- Glen Claytan
- Donald C. Cramer
- Richard G. Cleck
- Homer Coker
- Edith Cole
- James L. Coleman
- Maurice J. Coleman
- Claudia M. Collefi
- Jack Orson Collins
- Joseph Colvin
- Ralph A. & Loretta A. Colwell
- Robert Connely
- Roland O. and Dorothy E. Cooley
- Eugene Cooper
- Kari Cooper
- Colleen S. Coppersmith
- Mary Hertone Cor
- Frances S. Cornell
- Berni Cottone
- Marcia M. Crockett
- Diane Cronin
- Claudia Crunen
- Joanne S. Culler
- Richard T. Culler
- Chuck Cullum
- Paul Danaceau
- Sung Van Dang

- Martha E. Flor
- Marianne Friedland
- Carly Garne
- Lois C. Ger
- Rosina E. Giammetta
- Marvin Jay Goldman
- Myra Goforth
- Mary E. Hamlett
- John Harvill
- Arlene Claienier
- Hospice Volunteers
- Hospice Workers
- Lois V. Bemmen
- The Huffman Family
- Betty Jeanne Jacobs
- Chris Jacobson
- Olivette “Betty” Johnston
- Sonya Kearney
- Deborah Kleinberg
- Doris J. Koskos

- William Kvaraceus
- Teresa Larson
- Alan D. Lebowitz
- Catherine P. Ligro
- Friends at Lerch Early: Eric Core, Paul Alpuche, Arnold Baldino and others
- Paul R. McCaffrey
- Barry R. Meil
- Anne Marie Simoni
- Elam Morales
- Nellie S. Morrison
- Elma Mullally
- James Neal
- Edwin J. Neuman
- Jeffrey Neuman
- Meghan O’Connell
- Fernando J. Oter
- Carolyn Patterson
- Lisa Patterson & Kim Buchanan

- John S. Pendergraph
- The Peyton Family
- Q. Pham and B. Skrab
- Lawrence “Larry” Pignone
- Anneke Plejsier
- Arnold D. Quiroz
- Phil Reid
- Dr. Robert S. Rochlin
- Stanley Rosenthal
- Nancy L. Ruweri
- John E. Runkle
- Valerie C. Schmidt
- The Silliman Family
- Ina Slough
- Robert Solomon
- Lynn Staley
- Audrey L. Steele
- Antonio Suarez
- Sugarloaf Equestrian Center
- Frank J. Sullivan

- Stella A. Foust
- Fran and the twinkle in her eyes
- Kevin Francis Fiedler
- Flora C. Fridberg
- Jerold Fried
- Arnold Friedman
- Catherine L. Walsh Frisse
- Richard W. Froelich
- Bernice E. Fuller
- Ella F. Fuller
- Harry M. Fuller
- Jean R. Fuller
- Robert E. Fuller
- Anne Finley Gagliano
- William C. Galate
- Walter N. Gallagher
- Michael Gananza
- Stephen J. Ganasza
- Steven Gardner
- Gladys Garoufes
- Lala Garofalo
- Jane Walter Gastilo
- Lance Gay
- Edward Geibell
- Elizabeth Gelsleichter
- Lois C. Ger
- Esther Gesterling
- Ray E. Ghion
- Bob Gilbert
- Mr. and Mrs. George A. Gilbert
- Pat Gilbert
- Corey K. Gill
- John H. Gill
- Patti Lattanzio Giovanni
- Dr. Zufall A. Girgas
- Cindy Gitter
- Elaine B. Gleason
- Georgia L. Gleason
- Paul E. Gold
- Clarence E. Godd
- Anita Goffredi
- Mary Anita Goffredi
- Brian Andrew Goldhardt
- Claire P. Goldman
- Joseph B. Good
- Lawrence Goodwin
- Andrew Goor
- Charles Goor
- Jeanette Goor
- Howard Gorden
- Karen A. Gorin
- Anna C. Gosman
- William H. Graham
- Catherine Howe Grant
- James W. Green
- May Greenberg
- Rachel Greenberg
- Jeanne B. Greenberg
- Norma Greenwald
- Edward T. Griffin
- Michael J. Griffin
- Eleanor F. Gushee
- Gertrude Gutmann
- Joseph Gutmann
- Robert & Mary Hacken
- Dennis H. Haeder
- Daniel H. Haeder
- Emma Hagetorn
- Janice Haight
- Patricia Haight
- John M. Haigh
- Phyllis Halten
- Selma “Sally” Hammerschlag
- Thomas Hark
- Clark Hand
- Gloria Bessotti Hannon
- Kathleen J. Harnell
- Jeanette Harlow
- Milton Patrick Harlow, Jr.
- Vivian Harrell
- Valerie B. Harris
- S. Henry Harris, Jr.
- Louis and Mildred Hawkins
- Margaret Hawley
- Daniel L. Hayes
- David J. Haywood
- Dr. Harold L. Henderson
- Marjory M. Henderson
- Ethel Herr
- Lilia Herrera
- Carroll and Martha Hickman
- Kathleen ‘Kay’ Hicks
- Robert Hicks
- Ann Higgins
- Lawrence Hite
- Paul Hite
- Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hite
- Emma H. Hodge
- Shen Collelli Hogan
- David P. Holt
- John and Sue Hopkins
- Lily Hopkins
- Jarryn ‘Jeri’ L. Hough
- Miffie Houzou
- Barbara Howard
- Dorothy A. Howell
- Michael Howes
- Michael Howes, Jr.
- Michael D. Howes, Sr.
- Carol Hudspick
- Kestel Huffman
- Donald Humphrey
- Honey Humsun
- John Huzway
- David J. Hynd
- Marilyn J. Jacob
- W. Peter Janicki
- Wanda J. Janicki
- Barby Jellett
- Marianne Jencks
- Thomas Jentz
- Benjamin Jimenez
- Jeanie R. Johnson
- Malone J. Johnson
- Katherine A. Johnson
- Linda K. Johnson
- Rob Johnson
- Neil Johnson
- William & Linda Johnson
- Denise Jones
- Victor & Forbes
- Russell C. Jordan
- Dan Joseph
- Ethel Jones
- Thomas Kackenmeister
- Jacob Kanfe
Tree of Lights, cont.

Please accept our apologies if we have omitted any names from these lists.

in honor of:
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teenagers and grief

calendar of events

Bereavement Care: free grief education for Montgomery County residents

Remembering Mom and Dad workshop May 8, 7:00-8:30 pm, Rockville
Afternoon Grief Support Group May 13, each Tuesday, 1:00-2:30 pm for six weeks, Bethesda
Parent Loss Support Group May 20, each Tuesday, 6:30-8:00 pm for six weeks, Bethesda
Evening Grief Support Group May 21, each Wednesday 6:30-8:00 pm for six weeks, Olney
Loss of a Child Support Group May 21, each Wednesday, 6:30-8:00 pm for six weeks, Rockville

Volunteer Training

June 6, 13 and 20, 8:30am-3:30 pm, Rockville. Apply online.

Fundraising

Cinco De Mayo fundraiser. May 1, 6:00-9:00 pm, Caddies on Cordell, Bethesda. Food, beverages, door prizes. Proceeds to grief and loss support.